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Abstract. Tensor train decomposition, one of the widely used tensor
decomposition techniques, is designed to avoid the curse of dimensional-
ity, in the form of the exposition of intermediary results, which plagues
other tensor decomposition techniques. However, many tensor decompo-
sition schemes, including tensor train decomposition is sensitive to noise
in the input data streams: Recent research has shown that it is possible
to improve the resilience of the tensor decomposition process to noise and
other forms of imperfections in the data by relying on probabilistic tech-
niques. However, these techniques have a major deficiency: they treat the
entire tensor uniformly, ignoring potential non-uniformities in the noise
distribution. In this paper, we note that noise is rarely uniformly dis-
tributed in the data and propose a Noise-Profile Adaptive Tensor Train
Decomposition (NTTD) method, which aims to tackle this challenge. In
particular, NTTD leverages a model-based noise adaptive tensor train de-
composition strategy: any rough priori knowledge about the noise profiles
of the tensor enable us to develop a sample assignment strategy that best
suits the noise distribution of the given tensor.

1 Introduction

Tensors and tensor decomposition (such as CP [14] and Tucker [32]) are increas-
ingly being used for AI and machine learning tasks, from anomaly detection,
correlation analysis [30], to pattern discovery [19, 20].

Tensor Train Decomposition A common problem faced by tensor decom-
position techniques, such as Tucker, which generates dense core tensors, is that,
even when the input is sparse, the intermediary and final steps in the decompo-
sition may lead to very large datasets. Recent research has shown that several
generalizations of higher order tensors’ low-rank decompositions, such as hier-
archical Tucker (HT) [18] and the Tensor Train (TT) [28] format, are effective
solutions to this problem. Both HT and TT are designed to avoid the curse of
dimensionality. Intuitively, the TT decomposition (which can be interpreted as
a special case of HT, without a recursive formulation) avoids the creation of a
high-modal dense core, by splitting the core into a sequence of low (3) modal
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Fig. 1: Illustration of Tensor Train (TT) decomposition

cores (Figure 1). Since, computation and storage are exponential in the number
of modes, TT is widely used for decomposition in various applications [31, 34].

Challenge: Noisy Data The problem the tensor train decomposition faces
is that the overall decomposition process can be negatively affected by the noise
and low quality in the data, which is especially a concern for web and web-based
user data [6, 35]. Especially for sparse data, avoiding over-fitting to noisy data
can be a significant challenge. Recent research has shown that it may be possible
to avoid such over-fitting by relying on probabilistic techniques [33]. Unfortu-
nately, existing probabilistic approaches have one major deficiency: they treat
the entire tensor uniformly, ignoring possible non-uniformities in the distribution
of noise in the given tensor. [27] has shown that if available, even rough a priori
knowledge about the noise profiles of the tensor may enable CP-based decom-
position strategies that are robust against noise, but these uni-core techniques
are not applicable to the multi-core tensor train decomposition process, which
results in a sequence of low-modal cores.

Contribution: Noise-Profile Adaptive Tensor Train Decomposition
(NTTD) In this paper, we propose a Noise-Profile Adaptive Tensor Train Decom-
position (NTTD) method, which leverages rough a prior information about noise
in the data (which may be user provided or obtained through automated tech-
niques) to improve decomposition accuracy. NTTD decomposes each mode matri-
cization probabilistically through Bayesian factorization – the resulting factor
matrix are then reconstructed to obtain the tensor approximations. Most im-
portantly,

NTTD provides a resource allocation strategy, which accounts for the im-
pacts of (a) the noise density of each mode and (b) inherent approxi-
mation error of the Tensor Train decomposition process, on the overall
decomposition accuracy of the input tensor.

In other words, a priori knowledge about noise distribution on the tensor and
the inherently approximate nature of the tensor train decomposition process are
both considered to obtain a decomposition strategy, which involves (a) the order
of the modes and (b) the number of Gibbs samples allocated to each step of the
decomposition process, that best suits the noise distribution of the given tensor.



Algorithm 1 PTTD
Input: d dimensional tensor X , Rank R = {r1, ..., rd−1}
Output: Decomposed factors U(1), . . ., U(d) of
TT-approximation X̃
1. generate the appropriate sampling number for each mode ,S = {s1, ...., sd1} with intelligent

sampling assignment strategy
2. Temporary Tensor: M = X
3. for k = 1 to d-1 do

(a) M := reshape(M, [rk−1nk,
numel(M)
rk−1nk

])

(b) apply the Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (PMF) on the matrix M with pre-given rank

rk and sampling number sk to get the U(k)andV (k)

(c) New core: U(k) = reshape(U, [rk−1, nk, rk])

(d) M := SV (k)T

4. Ud = M
5. Return tensor X̃ in TT-format with scores U(1), . . ., U(d)

2 Background and Notations

The tensor model maps a schema with N attributes to an N-modal array and the
decomposition process generalizes the matrix decomposition process to tensors.
The two most popular tensor decomposition algorithms are the Tucker [32] and
the CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) [14] decompositions.

2.1 Tensor Train Decomposition

A major difficulty with the Tucker decomposition is that the dense core can be
prohibitively large and expensive for high-modal tensors. While several tensor
network approaches [28, 7, 8, 17] (where network have been proposed to avoid
large, dense core tensors, the tensor train (TT) format [28, 31], which creates a
linear tensor network (or a matrix product state, MPS [26]) avoids the deficien-
cies of many other complex decomposition structures:

Definition 1 (Tensor Train (TT) Format). Let X ∈ Rn1×n2×···×nd be a
tensor of order d. As we see in Figure 1 (in Introduction) shown, the tensor train
decomposition decomposes X into d matrices Un1

,Un2
, . . . ,Und

such that,

X ≈ X̃ = Un1
◦Un2

◦ · · · ◦Und
, (1)

where Un1 ∈ Rn1×r1 , Uni ∈ Rri−1×ni×ri(i = 2, . . . , d−1), and Und
∈ Rrd−1×nd .

♦

Tensor train decomposition proceeds with matricizations along one mode at
a time: at each step, a low-dimensional core corresponding to the current mode
is obtained and the remainder of the data (which now has one less mode) is
passed to the next step in the process [28].



3 Probabilistic TT Decomposition (PTTD)

Given the limitations of SVD on sparse and noisy tensors, the first step is to intro-
duce a probabilistic TT decomposition scheme (PTTD), which extends TT tensor
train decomposition framework with probabilistic matrix factorization [29].

PTTD replaces the SVD decomposition step in tensor train decomposition
with probabilistic matrix factorization, in order to avoid over-fitting due to data
sparsity and noise. More specifically,, the tensor X is matricized as a matrix,
M , and then we apply probabilistic matrix factorization on this matrix. Under
a Bayesian formulation, the prior distributions over U and V are assumed to be
Gaussian:

p(U |µU , ΛU ) =

n1∏
i=1

N (Ui|µU , Λ
−1
U ) (2)

A similar formulation holds for V . The resulting factor matrix, U , is assigned
as the first TT factor matrix. The matrix V is reshaped into the matrix Mnext

to be factorized in the next step. This probabilistic factorization and reshape
processes are repeated until the decomposition is completed. The pseudo code
of the algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.

Since exact evaluation is analytically intractable, we need to resort to ap-
proximate inference. While variational methods [16, 21] are possible, they can
produce inaccurate results because they tend to involve overly simple approxi-
mations to the posterior. MCMC-based methods [36], however, where the factor

matrix {U (k)
i , V

(k)
j } are sampled by running a Markov chain, have been shown

to asymptotically approach the exact results.

Note that, in and of itself, PTTD does not leverage a priori knowledge about
noise distribution and internal decomposition interaction, but it provides the
framework in which noise-profile based adaptation can be implemented. More
specifically, each row of factor matrices U and V follows a Gaussian distribution
and this Gaussian is related to the uncertainty in the corresponding element and,
thus, provides an opportunity to discover the distribution of data noise across
the tensor, as we discuss in the next Section (Section 4).

4 Noise Adaptive Probabilistic Tensor Train
Decomposition (NTTD)

One key advantage of the probabilistic decomposition framework presented above
is that it can simultaneously uncover (Gaussian) noise while obtaining the de-
composition[28]. Yet, it fails to account for the potentially available (user-provided
or automatically discovered) knowledge about (a) the distribution of the external
data noise across the tensor and (b) the noise generated internally due to the
inherent imperfections in the decomposition process at the different steps of the
tensor train network.
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Fig. 2: Two types of errors propagate to downstream matricizations in tensor train
decomposition: (internal) approximate factorization error and (external) data noise
error

4.1 External and Internal Noise

External (Data) Noise. In this paper, we define, (external data) noise density
as the ratio of the cells that are subject to noise. Without loss of generality, we
assume noise exists only on cells that have values (i.e., the observed values can
be faulty, but there are no spurious observations) and, thus, we formalize noise
density as the ratio of the non-null cells that are subject to noise. Note that
noise may impact the observed values in the tensor in different ways: in value-
independent noise [27], the correct data may be overwritten by a completely
random new value, whereas in value-correlated noise, existing values may be
perturbed (often with a Gaussian noise, defined by a standard deviation, σ). We
refer to the amount of perturbation as the noise intensity.

Internal (Decomposition) Noise. As we discussed in Section 2.1, in the
tensor train format, the network structure acts as a ”train” or ”chain” of ten-
sors: the core tensors only interact with their neighboring cores as illustrated
in Figure 1. The corresponding tensor train decomposition relies on sequential
projections (formulated as sequential matrix factorizations) and the decomposi-
tion accuracy of the intermediate matrix, Mk, depends on the accuracy of the
previous matrix Mk−1’s (approximate) decomposition; similarly, the factoriza-
tion error of Mk propagates to the following sequence of (intermediate) matri-
ces, Mk+1, ...,MN , of the chain. This implies that a predecessor matrix which
is poorly decomposed due to data noise or approximation error may negatively
impact decomposition accuracies also for the successor matrices.

4.2 Noise Adaptation through Sample Assignment

Consequently, the inaccuracies resulting from each intermediate decomposition
along the chain (whether due to data noise or factorization approximation error,
Figure 2) need to be carefully considered during planning and resource alloca-
tion. The proposed noise-profile adaptive tensor decomposition (NTTD) algorithm
adapts to (user provided or automatically discovered) a priori knowledge about
noise by selecting a resource assignment strategy that best suits to the internal



and external noise profiles. More specifically, NTTD assigns Gibbs samples to the
decompositions of the various individual matricizations in a way that maximizes
the overall decomposition accuracy of the whole tensor.

4.3 Gibbs Sampling and (Internal) Decomposition Error

As we discussed in Section 3, the probabilistic tensor train decomposition process
consists of several sequential probabilistic matrix decompositions. Consequently,
any inaccuracies generated in any of the upstream decompositions will propagate
to the downstream matrix decompositions along the ”train” structure. In this
section, we ignore the external data noise and focus on the impact of this internal
noise generated due to decomposition inaccuracies. More specifically, we aim
to investigate how to allocate Gibbs samples in a way that is sensitive to (a)
the internal noise generated by the individual matrix factorizations, (b) the
downstream (internal) noise propagation, and (c) their impacts to the accuracy
of the overall tensor train decomposition.

As discussed in Section 3, Gibbs sampling is used for tackling the challenge
of evaluating the predictive distribution of the posterior by approximating the
expectation by an average of samples drawn from the posterior distribution
through a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) technique. As we see in Figure 2,
for each intermediate matrix decomposition in PTTD, two factor matrices are
generated: The U factor matrix is used to construct the core tensor corresponding
to the current mode, whereas the V factor matrix is re-shaped as an input matrix
for the successor decomposition step. Therefore,

– the accuracy of the Uk matrix has direct impact on the accuracy of one of
the cores, whereas

– the accuracy of the Vk matrix indirectly influences accuracies of all down-
stream cores,

This observation, along with the observation that more samples can help
provide better accuracy (to certain degree) in matrix factorization, can be used
to improve the overall decomposition accuracy, to help allocate Gibbs samples
to the different steps in tensor decomposition. More specifically, we argue that
the number of samples for an intermediate matrix, Mk, should be allocated
proportional to the size of the factor matrix, size(Uk) + size(Vk), which reflects
the number of unknowns to be discovered during the factorization of matrix
Mk. In other words, the internal decomposition error sensitive sampling number,
Li err(Mk), for matrix Mk can be computed as

Li err(Mk) = Lmin(Mk) + dγi err × (size(Uk) + size(Vk))e,

where γi err is a scaling parameter such that the sum of all the sample counts
is equal to the total number, Li err(total), of samples allocated for dealing with
internal decomposition errors for the whole tensor decomposition:

Li err(total) =

d−1∑
k=1

Li err(Mk) (3)
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Fig. 3: Illustration of decomposition noise error propagation and reconstruction noise
error for the first decomposition step

4.4 Gibbs Sampling and (External) Noise

Equation 7, above, helps allocate samples across intermediate decomposition
phases. However, it ignores one crucial piece of information that may be available:
distribution of the noise across the input tensor.

The basic probabilistic tensor train decomposition (Section 3) assumes the
noise is uniformly distributed across the tensor. In the real world, however, noise
is rarely uniformly distributed along the entire tensor. More often, we would
expect that noise would be clustered across slices of the tensor (corresponding, for
example, to unreliable information sources or difficult to obtain data). In many
cases, even if we do not have precise knowledge about the cells that are subject to
such noise or the amount of noise they contain, we may have a rough idea about
the distribution of noise across the different modes [27]. As we experimentally
show in Section 5, there is a direct relationship between the noise distribution
across the tensor and the number of Gibbs samples it requires for accurate
decomposition. Consequently, given a tensor with non-uniform noise distribution
across different modes, uniform assignment of the number samples, Ln err(Mk) =
Ln err(total)

d−1 (where Ln err(total) is the total number of Gibbs samples for tackling
the impact of noise) becomes ineffective. Therefore, in this section, we aim to
answer the question

can we leverage rough information that may be available about noise
distribution in improving the accuracy of the overall tensor train decom-
position?

Noise taints accuracy through two distinct mechanisms: (a) impact of noise
during decomposition and, for applications (such as recommendation and pre-
diction) that involve the recovery of missing entries in the tensor, (b) impact of
noise during reconstruction . As we see in Figure 3, the noise in the input matrix
partitions itself into the resulting factor matrices U and V . The factor matrix Vi
is reshaped as input matrix for the following tensor train decomposition steps,
therefore is involved in the propagation of the noise to downstream steps during



the tensor train decomposition process (Figure 4). The matrix, Ui, however, is
separated into a factor matrix (for U1) or more generally to a core tensor for
factor i > 1, and thus impacts accuracy during reconstruction. We discuss these
next.

Impact of Noise During Reconstruction. The noise reconstruction error
taints the overall accuracy in the reconstruction process due to the matrix tensor
multiplication operations involved in the recomposition of the (approximate)
tensor. For example, if the ith object of Uk is polluted by the noise, after the
reconstruction process, the complete slice X̃ ∗,...,∗,k(i),∗,...,∗ will be tainted by the
noise pollution from column Uk(i) due to the matrix and tensor multiplication.
Consequently, to account for the noise reconstruction error, the number of Gibbs
samples should be proportional to the mode noise density, ndk.

Impact of Noise During Decomposition. A naive approach to allocate
the number of samples for a noisy matrix, Mk, is to allocate it proportional to its
noise density, ndk. However, since the probabilistic tensor train decomposition
process follows a ”train” structure, errors propagate downstream as shown in
Figure 4. Consequently, allocating sampling number proportional to the noise
density maybe not the best strategy.

As mentioned earlier, the Gibbs sampling algorithm cycles through the latent
variables, sampling each one from its distribution conditional on the current
values of all other variables. Due to the use of conjugate priors for the parameters
and hyperparameters in the Bayesian PMF model, the conditional distributions
derived from the posterior distribution are easy to sample from. In particular,
the conditional distribution over the feature vector Ui, conditioned on the other
features Vi, observed matrix cell value Mi, and the values of the hyperparameters
are Gaussian:

p(Ui|M,V,ΘU , α) = N (Ui|µi, Λ
−1
i )

≈
n1∏
i=1

(
[N (M̃i,j |UT

i , Vi, α
(−1))]ni,j

× p(Ui|µU , Λ
−1
U )
)
.

(4)

Note that the conditional distribution over the latent feature matrix U factorizes
into the product of conditional distributions over the individual feature vector:

p(U |M,V,ΘU ) =

n1∏
i=1

p(Ui|M,V,ΘU ) (5)

We see that the conditional distributions over the V feature vectors and the
V mode hyperparameters have exactly the same form.

Equations 4 and 5, along with figure 4, indicate how errors propagate down-
stream. In particular, in Figure 4, red columns of the first matricization, M1,
show the columns that are noise polluted. During the decomposition, the cor-
responding columns of resulting factor matrix V1 (highlighted also in red) are
also tainted with stronger noise than other columns of V1. This tainting process
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Fig. 4: Illustration of noise error propagation

flows downstream (subject to matrix re-shape operations) as shown in the figure
4. Consequently, for decomposition phase k, the number of samples should be
proportional to

d−1∑
j=k

d∏
i=j+1

ndi, (6)

where,
∏d

i=j+1 ndi is the noise density of matricization of Vk on mode k . The∑d−1
j=k operation, above, takes into account the accumulation process of the noise

on all downstream decomposition steps.
Combining Decomposition and Reconstruction Impacts of Noise.

Assuming that the decomposed tensor will be utilized for an application (such
as recommendation) which necessitates reconstruction of the approximate ten-
sor, we need to consider reconstruction and decomposition errors together when
assigning the number of Gibbs samples. In other words, for an intermediate ma-
trix, Mk, the number of samples must be allocated proportional to the sum of
reconstruction and decomposition errors, i.e, ndk +

∑d−1
j=k

∏d
i=j+1 ndi. This leads

to the following formula for the number Ln err(Mk) of samples:

Lmin(Mk) + dγn err × (

d−1∑
j=k

d∏
i=j+1

ndi + ndk)e × Ln err(total),

where γn err is a scaling parameter such that the sum of all the sample counts
is equal to the total number, Ln err(total), of samples allocated for dealing with
noise errors:

Ln err(total) =

d−1∑
k=1

Ln err(Mk). (7)

4.5 Overall Sample Assignment

While considering the error propagation, both internal decomposition error (Sec-
tion 4.3) and external noise error (Section 4.4) need to be accounted for. There-



Parameters Alternative values

Dataset Ciao; BxCrossing; Movie-
Lens

Noise Density 10%; 20%; 30%;

Noise Intensity (σ) 1,3,5

Total Samples (Ltotal) 90; 135; 180;

Min. Samples (Lmin(Mk)) Ltotal/(3×(d−1)) = Ltotal/9

Table 1: Parameters – default values, used unless otherwise specified, are highlighted

fore, the combined sample assignment equation, for matricization, Mk, in the
tensor train decomposition process, can be written as

L(Mk) = dγn err × (

d−1∑
j=k

d∏
i=j+1

ndi + ndk)e × Ln err(total)

+ dγi err × (size(Uk) + size(Vk))e × Li err(total)

+ Lmin(Mk)

(8)

where Lmin(Mk) is the minimum number of samples a (non-noisy) tensor of the
given size would need for accurate decomposition and γn err and γi err are two
scaling parameters, selected such that the total number of samples is equal to
the number, Ltotal, of samples allocated for the whole tensor:

Ltotal =

d−1∑
k=1

L(Mk).

The parameters, γn err and γi err, also control the relative impacts of the internal
and external noise. In the experiments, they are set such that the number of
samples allocated to handle internal and external noise are the same.

5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we report experiments that aim to assess the effectiveness of the
proposed noise adaptive tensor train decomposition approach.

5.1 Experiment Setup

Key parameters and their values are reported in Table 1
Data Sets. In these experiments, we used three user-centered datasets: Ciao

[39], MovieLens [15, 37] and BxCrossing [38]. Ciao dataset is represented in the
form of 143 × 200 × 12 × 4 (density 5.68E-04) with the schema ¡user, product,
category, helpfullness¿. BxCrossing dataset is represented in the form of 2599×
34×16×76 (density 2.48E-0.5) with the schema ¡user, book, published year, user
age¿. The MovieLens dataset is represented in the form of 247 × 112 × 48 × 21
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Fig. 5: RMSE with Different Data Sets and Noise Densities (Ltotal = 90)

(density 8.86E-06) with the schema ¡user, movie, age, location¿. In Ciao and
MovieLens data sets, the tensor cells contain rating values between 1 and 5 or
(if the rating does not exist) a special ”null” symbol. And for the BxCrossing
dataset, the tensor cells contain rating values between 1 and 10.

Noise. To observe the different degrees of noise, we selected a random por-
tion of the non-null cells and randomly perturbed the value. It is a worst-case
scenario for NTTD, where the noise is distributed uniformly on the tensor; but
the experiments show that even in this case, NTTD can take into account the
noise density difference across the data modes, implied by the difference in cor-
responding data densities. Therefore, in the experiments, the noise density for
different modes is approximated by the corresponding data density.

Alternative Strategies. We compare the proposed approach against other
sampling strategies: uniform, internal-noise only, and external-noise only sample
assignment:

– In uniform strategy (UNI), Ltotal is uniformly divided among the three ma-
tricizations in the tensor train decomposition and default PTTD is used for
decomposition.

– In internal-noise only strategy (I ERR), γn err is set to zero in Equation 8,
focusing the assignment to only internal decomposition error.

– In external-noise only strategy (N ERR), γi err is set to zero in Equation 8,
focusing sample assignment to the impact of noise and its propagation.

Evaluation Criterion. We use the root mean squares error (RMSE) inac-
curacy measure to assess the decomposition effectiveness. Each experiment was
run 10 times with different random noise distributions and averages are reported.

Hardware and Software. We ran experiments on an eight-core CPU Ne-
halem Node with 16.00GB RAM. All codes were implemented in Matlab and
run using Matlab R2016b. For tensor decomposition, we used MATLAB Tensor
Toolbox Version 2.6

5.2 Discussion of the Results

Overview In Figure 5, we compare the performance of NTTD with noise-adaptive
sample assignments against other strategies for different noise densities. As we
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see in this figure, the proposed NTTD strategy is able to allocate Gibbs samples
effectively to significantly reduce RMSE relative to PTTD with uniform sample
assignment. Moreover, we also see that internal- and external-only strategies
that ignore part of the error can actually hurt the accuracy and perform worse
than the uniform strategy. These show that the proposed noise-adaptive strategy
is effective in leveraging rough knowledge about external noise distributions and
internal decomposition errors to better allocate the Gibbs samples across the
tensor.

Impact of the total number of samples. A key parameter of the NTTD

algorithm is the number of total Gibbs samples. As we see in Figure 6, as we
would expect, increasing the number of Gibbs samples helps reduce the overall
decomposition error. Note that, among the four strategies, NTTD strategy is the
one that provides most consistent and quickest drop in error. The figure shows
the result for the MovieLens data; the results are similar also for the other data
sets.

Impact of the noise intensity. In Figure 7, we consider the MovieLens
data set with different noise intensities. As we expect, in this data set, increased
noise corresponds to increased RMSE. However, NTTD provides the best results
for all noise intensities considered. NTTD is also the best strategy for the other
two data sets.



6 Conclusion

Recent research has shown that probabilistic techniques can ease the problem
of overfitting caused by noise, especially on sparse data. However, existing tech-
niques ignore potential non-uniformities in the noise distribution. In this paper,
we proposed a novel noise-adaptive tensor train decomposition (NTTD) technique
that leverages rough information about noise distribution to improve the tensor
decomposition performance. NTTD decomposes each intermediate matrix proba-
bilistically through Bayesian factorization. The noise profiles of tensor and their
alignments are then leveraged to develop a strategy that considers the internal
decomposition error as well as external to obtain a Gibb s sample assignment
data noise best suits the noise profile of a given tensor.
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